






































$1 ‘_:“c, For too long, planners have been preoccupied with growth itself 
it;;,‘< ;;,;, _‘;, : : ~~~~;:,‘:‘,~,~:,cather,:th,an with the nature of ,grqwth,,and the distribution of benefits. i 
:;:;-i ~~,, ;: ,~~PAssure ,foi’ the’, ‘r&distribution of global~ ,,:weilth,’ ~both ,‘bithin aed ‘,‘:, 
~~~::;‘~~,_,‘,‘,~;among,countries, has’ be&i iiSing during the l&t ten years. Moreover, ,’ ,:: y,z> ‘;;::,: ,,~,,<. 
‘;: ‘;:’ ,,~smc&, the glgbal,ecoxiom ran ,out of ~steam iti the mid:seveniies ,And ‘,~ :: 
:;., ‘,’ ~:::eccJnimjic growth ,iS un lkely ‘to restime its earlier pace,’ the,,worId r- 1 ‘,’ faces the difficult~task of dividing d ,pie,that is expanding more slowly. : ,:i 
_:, ,“: 

,The reasqns for the concentration of wealth in a few hands are mani- ‘::, ,, 
fold, and Complex. But one ,contribution to the forces that preserve ,,, 

,‘,: and aggravate inequities ,is the nature of the technolo ies adopted in ‘~ ,‘:‘,~ 
,, ,many cotintri&. Investments in technology fOi agricu ture, industry, 7 

,’ health care, transportation,, and eneigy often benefit only a fracti6n 
of the population, raising’ the living standards of a few and stretch- ‘<,, 
ing the gap between rich and poor. 

The unequal impact of technological change ,stems from a simple ,:: 
relationshi Goods,‘and services ,are developed, largely in response “; 
todemar$ ” ‘~, ,,, and demand comes, from those Who have power in the ~, 
marketplace and in the halls ,of governtie+ Skewed income distribu- : ::; 

,,~ 
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,,’ :, 















@:j:‘: ,,pubii,c i&e&ments in d&years ahead or-the chbice of technologies 

i~~~~~,;~~a~erted by new technologies that have harnessed increasing amounts 
p$Zf;:: Of’ energy to mine and process low-grade ores. And spectacular in- 
“~~~~:;,;i,creases in labor productivity-the basis for unprecedented 

~~~:‘C~~,~+onomic growth in the postwar era-have largely been achieve 
?:,R :~~:,j ‘,mechanization technologies that replaced human and animal muscle 

I helped fuel rising expectations of material wealth. With 
little incentive to husband energy resources, energy-intensive tech-~ 
nologies proliferated, and economic planners paid little attention to 
the efficiency with which energy was used. 

When oil and gas were cheap and plentiful, the marriage between 
petroleum and modern technology was scant cause for concern. In- 







energy-intensive. 
~! :,,, 

$j?:‘;&:~:::~~ Although changes in processing and distribution offer the ,best pros- 
‘,,:,$ 

~~~~~~‘-,“,;pects for improvements in the energy efficiency of the food systems 
:, ;::;! 

:: .,, :, ‘:, ,:of ,, most countries, there is considerable scope for’ improvement ,on 
j; 

:z?,‘-,:,, ” ~ the farm, as ,well. Energy used to produce chemical fertilizers is now 
:_ 

i ,:, ,the chief energy input into American agriculture, accqunting for : ,~i: 
,“’ ,more fossil fuel than the gasoline’used to’power tractors’ and other 
‘, ,,farm machines. Chemical fertilizers have taken over almost complete- 

‘:! 
,j 

‘,,’ ly’ from the manures and leguminous plants that were’ used as fer- 
tilizers just a few decades ‘ago, a substitution made economically at- 

:‘~, tractive by cheap oil and gas. As energy prices rise, however, the ‘:,; 
economic balance may again favor more extensive use of traditional ::: 
ferti1izers.e The use of sewage sludge could also reduce requirements ;,: 
for chemical fertilizers, provided serious questions about the con- ,,_, : 
,tamination of sludge with heavy metals can be resolved. ,In addition :< 
to saving energy, more ,extensive use of organic fertilizers like manure 
would help improve the condition of seriously depleted soils, while 

z, 

recycling sewages sludge on farmlands would reduce the capital and 
,::;,I 
,,;, 

‘,:’ 
i:,~ energy costs of constructing’new sewage treatment plants.‘8 
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~~~:~~~:;::‘:~:A~,,more difficult ecological, ,problem linked with the introduction ,of 
:;:!:~,::a new, technology hasarisen; in ‘some regions from ‘overuse of pes- : 
% ,r’:“‘ticides.‘When DDT was introduced into agriculture in’the late forties, j;-, 
;:Y ;?itI~seemed like a miracle cure for a problem ,that had~,dogged farmers : 
,,~ :::‘:’ ,foi:centuries. The bollworm! ,which had decimated US. cotton fields, ‘;” 

,’ ,,, was’ brought under control ,m dramatic fashion, for example. But by 
‘:, “the midfifties, worrisome’ problems began to emerge. 

::I: :::’ The budworm, an insect that had not reviously been a major cotton 
~, pest, developed resistance to DDT an eventually to other pesticides ,, B 

as’well. It subsequently assumed a leading role in the destruction of ‘: 
cotton crops in many regions. By the late sixties, farmers ,in the Rio 
Grande Valley were desperately spraying 35 times a year in attempts 
to control the budwbrm. Many cotton producers eventually went out 
of, business. Similar problems developed in other countries where ~‘,‘, 

,: American techniques were adopted. Cotton farmers in Guatemala and 
::‘, Nicaragua, for example, have increased pesticide applications from ,, ,, ;, 

S a year in the forties to about &,a year in the,+%seventies. And 

,, ‘,,,, ,:::,,:, ,,, 







“, nology. 

,::,: If technological development is to be more compatible with human 
~~~~~~~~~,~:‘,~:‘:‘i_: -needS, and morn ,in harmony with the earth’s ,resources; ,four principal :, :- 
a+,:;:,; ,,: ,1 

‘$><;k; ,,: :I :G ‘points ,must be recognized: First, the unfettered workings’ ‘of ‘the ‘mar- ; ,~:,:; 
:$$;;:,:‘, ket system ca,nnot be:, relied,, upon :to ,promote, the ,development and 

,; ,; adoption of appropriate ‘technologies., Second, many ~technologies ‘z 
~::, ,,:, jroduced in’ the~‘past ,few decades ‘are :becoining ,,inadpropriate in the ,’ 

‘industrial countries, and they are even les~ssappropiiate ,to the ,needs i:! 
I,;,, ‘, ,, ,of ,develo ing’countries. Third, the development of technologies ,that :,;:~ ,~,, :’ : 

mesh wrt local needs and resources requires ,that developing coun- 4 nil 
tries be able to ,‘generate and apply new technologies, and it may also ‘,, 

,,I ‘, require new arrangements ‘for sharin technologies ,within the Third ~,i, 
World. Fourth, rt must be accepted t t at technoiogy, by itself, cannot ‘,,‘: 
solve political and social problems. 

,,, 
In most societies, market factor influencing 
the development and 
an imperfect ,,,;:, 
troduction of new ,, ;,f, 

;:; ;I:‘,, 
: ‘,:~ 

‘:~‘< :’ :~ ,:~,,;,:~::,~, ,, ,, ,,,,,, ,, ,, ,, ,~,,,: ,,, ,,,,,,,,,, ,~ ,,, ,,,, ,,1, 









:;!;> ,;,, ,, There i,s also scope for strengthening the technological links among 
developing countries. Because many countries face common problems 

~~~~~~~~:i:~::::, that are not being dealt, with adequately, by ,the;current,,technological :,,J 
f;;::~c,,-,., il’ i’ world, order, ” great potential exists, for joint ,projects, information- : ,,J:,:; $$ ;,, ‘:_‘: : ‘~,, 

sharing, and even ‘transfer of technologies within ,the’ developing’, ;‘c: 
:, :’ ,‘iworld., Indian scientists, for example, are now studyin closely,Chi- ‘:: ,/,,,,~, 
: ,:,‘,‘~,nese bidgas, plants to see whether they would ,be suita le ,for use in ,’ ::: %’ 

husks recently, developedl 
,:; ~Indian ,villages. ,A new’ t pe ‘of, cement made from the ash of rice ,,:; 

;,;;;::t, m Indra, could be useful as a partial re- :; 
‘placement for building cement’ in many developing countries. And ,I:$ 
sustainable, productive, dry-land f arming techniques ,that have ,, ,: :::: 

,’ evolved in northern’ Nigeria may be relevant to the needs of farmers 
,:,‘, in arid zones elsewhere in Africa, Asia, and Latin America.74 

,: 
It should be emphasized, however, that technological changes are ‘,: 
on1 one influence’ on poverty, unemployment, and, other pressing ,I;, 
pro i . lems m the developing countries. Political, social, and economic ,,,, 
transformaiions are also required to help ,raise the living standards ‘, :I: 
of those who are ,now at subsistence level. Charles Weiss, science ~,: 
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~?&adviser to the World Bank, has noted that “evidence is iling up that 
‘$;f:;,: ,the impact of the introduction of any particular ‘pieces o equrpment- P 
&whether ,tractors in South Asia or waterless toilets in Viet ‘Nam- 
@;$;!:, depends heavily on ,the,, social and institutional stru+ues on which 
&it is :,superimposed. For this~ reason, there are many situations in 
&$;;:which an intervention ,focused purely on technolo y-whether ,indig- 41 
q’%’ rnpus or foreign, new, adapted, or transferred-is 11 ely to be doomed ~~~~;~~;~ ,, 1 
wt,, ;,,;,: @~Ez;;;ym $e,,st=yt.~‘,:f : ” ,’ ,,~, 
i$&,,,~,:~, :, : ;y’,, :,’ : ,” : 
&S:&jiing ,,the ,jast decade,’ ~&enc~a&&,t &h’ ,&& ‘asp;cts ;f ‘the,, ,;, 
$& 
“jg$&‘,~ ~, 
,;~,~~~current, technological;’ world ,order ,has begun ~,to ,manifest itself in 
&&various,, forms. Developing countries’have argued strongly for a re- 
W~W&i&~ring of the global economic, ,systek, and their frustrations 
fdtigi;2Y ;ththe,technological dommance of the industrial ,nations lie behind 
@f& ,,, 
I ‘i:::;,,.,H1 

&8;>the~,,plans for a, United Nations Conference on Science and Tech- I@#@:-;;, 

d!@~~&$“’ And in the industrial &ufitries, the rise of the environmen- 
&~:~2~noldgy ‘for Development scheduled, to take place in August 1979 in 
tpg:,.,, le,n+ 
~~~~~~~I~, movement, the emergence of the technology assessment move- 
~~~~~~~~nt,, and the formation of appropriate technology groups signify a 
&!;:measure of disaffection with some aspects of modern technology. 
$;-:;i-‘~ 
&:;Ittis relatively eas to identify some of the key criteria for determining 
:;i,‘:~, ,:,whether a techno ogy IS appropriate, but far more difficult to devise 7 . 
iG& ,’ ‘: the;, social mechanisms to ensure that appropriate technologies are :,, ;~~i’,,:,‘::l’developed ~ 

and applied. ;,ft isalso, difficultto’ geneiali&from one so: 
~~~~~~~~.~,je,ty to E:another,,, Only by paying, careful attention’ to ‘the’,impact of 
,::,::‘,’ ~,newtechnologies’on people, social ‘systems,’ ,and the’ natural environ- 
?:~:~:ment’will the ,picture of, an’appropriate technology for any particular ,: 1’ 
:.,~, >,,,,“,‘, : sjtuation begin to emerge. There are, however, no technological 
Jo’::: ,panaceas. Only hard choices. 
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